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You do not have to set aside your dreams of a perfect kitchen. Thanks to modular furniture you will be 

able to arrange interiors that are tailored to your needs and you will be able to deal with even the most 

inconvenient rooms. The original fronts, combined with tops and unique handles will look like from 

interior design magazines. Our furniture will make you a designer, and your kitchen will meet the highest 

standards in terms of functionality, quality and aesthetics.

MODULAR KITCHENS

2020 Catalogue



5 stages of furnishing a kitchen

51 2 3 4

Our kitchen furniture is designed in the form of a modular system comprising over 160 cabinets, which allows for furnishing any 

room, even the most complex one, to make your kitchen functional in everyday life. When designing your dream kitchen, you should 

focus on the real needs of its users. A family of 4-5 people needs a different kitchen than a young couple or a single.

Choose the 
pattern and 
color of the 

front.

Choose the 
cabinet shape.

Choose the 
worktop.

Choose handles 
and accessories.

Assemble your 
kitchen furniture.

Decide on the 
style of your 

kitchen.

Remember to 
measure the size of 

the room.

Match the worktop 
to your kitchen 

style.

Remember about 
household 
appliances

The assembly can 
be done also by 
professionals.

MODULAR KITCHENS  RAVENA  



Pantry 
zone

Storage 
zone

Washup 
zone

Food 
preparation 

zone

Cooking 
zone

U-shaped kitchen Island kitchen G-shaped kitchen L-shaped kitchen
Two-row 

kitchen

One-row
kitchen

Replace base cabinets with drawers

If you are tall, choose cabinets with 15-cm legs instead of the 

standard 10-cm ones.

Choose the appropriate height of worktops

The arrangement of work zones and the distances between them is 

called the work triangle. The vertices of the triangle are the sink, the 

fridge and the cooktop, which should be situated 1-2m apart.

Divide the kitchen into functional zones.

If you want your kitchen to be not only pretty but also functional and 

comfortable to use, you need to:

The fully extendable drawers allow easy access to the entire contents 

of the cabinet.

Often-used items

Less-used items

Least-used items

Storage level ergonomics



Kitchen with the TAFLA front
Cabinets of the cube type in the colour of stone oak give 
the kitchen an exceptional character.

Kitchen with the TAFLA front
A small, simple cabinet arrangement can also gain in beauty by 
adding interesting design details and colours.

Kitchen with the TAFLA B front
White, smooth front panels with milled handles create 
a clean, bright space in the kitchen.

Kitchen with the LONDON front 
Fashionable classic fronts will work 

well in virtually any interior.

MODULAR KITCHENS  RAVENA  



RAVENA modular kitchen, white/grey LONDON front, worktop in alpine white

LONDON

available colours:

White Grey Deep

 green
Deep 
navy

London fronts combine the classic and modern styles. Depending on the nature of the interior, they will work well in a stylish but 

modern kitchen as well as English or rustic ones.

Material: MDF board

Finish: matt varnish

Thickness: 19 mm

Decorative mouldings (blinds)

for wall cabinets



RAVENA modular kitchen, white / craft oak TAFLA front, worktop in light porterhouse oak

TAFLA
Tafla fronts have a simple design. They are perfect for modern kitchens. You can freely combine colours and materials.

available colours (gloss or matt varnish):

available colours for furniture board:

Gold craft oak         Stone oak          Light atelier

White GreyAlmond GraphiteMocca Black

matt matt

Material: MDF board

or furniture board

Finish: gloss varnish,

matt varnish

or laminate

Thickness: 18 mm

Deep

 green
Deep 
navy



RAVENA modular kitchen, white TAFLA B front, worktop in gold craft oak

TAFLA B

Milled integrated handle

available colours (gloss or matt varnish):

matt matt

Tafla B is a simple front with a characteristic milled handle, which is designed for modern kitchens. Pure minimalism, a simple and 

functional solution.

White GreyAlmond Mocca

Graphite Black

Material: MDF board

Finish: gloss varnish or

matt varnish

Thickness: 18 mm

Deep

 green
Deep 
navy



OSLO

available colours:

RAVENA modular kitchen, white OSLO front, worktop in district dark

Oslo fronts in Scandinavian style. The fronts feature vertical grooves which give the kitchen its exceptional character.

Vertical grooves on the fronts

highlight the kitchen design

White Graphite
Material: MDF board

Finish: matt PVC film

Thickness: 16 mm



ROMA

Simple frame

RAVENA modular kitchen, grey ROMA front, worktop in alpine white

Roma - fronts whose character is given by a simple frame. Very classical and traditional on the one hand, while on the other hand they 

also fit into modern interiors.

available colours:

White Grey
Material: MDF board

Finish: matt varnish

Thickness: 18 mm

Deep

 green
Deep 
navy



HAGA

RAVENA modular kitchen, white/graphite HAGA front, worktop in gold craft oak

matt varnish: veneer

Natural oak

The Haga fronts stand out with a thin frame, which emphasizes the character and adds elegance to kitchen arrangements. 

Depending on the handle used and the colour, it will fit into different interior styles.

Simple frame

available colours

White Graphite 
Material: MDF board   

Finish: veneer or matt varnish

Thickness: 19 mm

Deep

 green
Deep 
navy



TAFLA L

Black ledge handles

glued into the fronts.

RAVENA modular kitchen, TAFLA L front in the colour of stone oak, worktop in black. Features aluminium display cabinets 

and metal cubes.

Material: MDF board

or furniture board

Finish: gloss varnish,

matt varnish or laminate

Thickness: 18 mm

Tafla L is a simple front with a black ledge handle. Original, clean-cut and, at the same time, practical handles are another hallmark of 

this front. The Tafla L kitchen fits perfectly into industrial spaces.

available colours (gloss or matt varnish):

available colours for furniture board:

Gold craft oak         Stone oak          Light atelier

White GreyAlmond GraphiteMocca Black

matt matt

Deep

 green
Deep 
navy



METAL DETAILS

FRONT WITH 
ALUMINIUM 
FRAME

METAL CUBE PROFILE

profile: 19 mm
colour: black
glass: antisol brown

White Light graphite Stone oak

AVAILABLE DRAWER MECHANISMS

LIFTING MECHANISMS 
HK-XS

+  with integrated braking system

+ high level of use comfort

TANDEMBOX ANTARO METABOX 

+ partial extension slide
+ made of robust materials
+ possibility of adding
   BLUMOTION system

MODERN BOX

CARCASS

Available carcass colors:

CABINET SIZES

GLASS SHELVES

optionally
for display cabinets in the 
width of:
40, 45, 50, 60, 80, 90 cm

Available for cabinets with raised front in the 

width of 45, 60, 90 cm, for cabinets with 

standard opening in the width of 40, 45, 60 cm.

+ material: furniture board 18 mm

+ finish: laminate, PVC edging

+ soft close hinges

+ regulated legs (height: 10 - 15 mm)

profile: 20 mm

colour: black

Available widths:

45, 60, 90 cm

358

1966

2196

358

923

720

503

100100 or 150

716

Shelves for cube (upper and lower) available in 

the following colours: black, stone oak.

713713713713713
570

591

591591591

380

380

1081

393 393 477

477

1247

643

393

284

284

570

140140

713600

920
713

355

110

500

355

355

+ full extension slide, soft close
+ with integrated
   BLUMOTION system
+ modern design

+ full extension slide
+ modern design
+ soft close



BASE CABINETS

D-15 D-30

D-40

D-45

D-50

D-60

D2-80

D2-90

D1SM-40

D1SM-50

DSM-45-2W-1N

DSM-60-2W-1N

DSM-90-2W-1N

METABOX

DSA-45-2W-1N

DSA-60-2W-1N

DSA-90-2W-1N

D1SA-40 

D1SA-50

METABOX

ANTARO
ANTARO

DC-15

DC-30

DP-60 DNW-105

DNW-120

DNW-90

DP-60-197 DC-30-197DPP-60-38-197-HK-XS DL-60-197 D-60-197

DPP-60-38-220

DPP-60-38-220-HK-XS 

DP-60-220

DP-60-220-HK-XS

DL-60-220

DL-60-220-HK-XS 

D-60-220

D-60-220-HK-XS 

DM-45-72

DM-60-72
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DM-45-57

DM-60-57

CABINETS WITH SHELVES CABINETS WITH DRAWERS

OVEN CABINET CORNER CABINETS DISHWASHER FRONTS

HIDDEN PANEL OPEN PANEL

CARGO CABINET

CARGO
CABINET

UTILITY CABINETSREFRIGERATOR
CABINET

OVEN CABINETS

UTILITY CABINETS

REFRIGERATOR 
CABINET

OVEN CABINETS

GNWU-60G-15 G-30

G-40

G-45

G-50

G-60

G2-80

G2-90
GV-40

GV-45

GV-50

GV-60

G2V-80

G2V-90

G2C-80

G2C-90
GNW-60GC-60

GNWU-H92G-15-H92 G-30-H92

G-40-H92

G-45-H92

G-50-H92

G-60-H92

G2-80-H92

G2-90-H92

GV-40-H92

GV-45-H92

GV-50-H92

GV-60-H92

G2V-80-H92

G2V-90-H92

GNW-H92

GO-45

GO-45-HK-XS 

GO-50-

GO-50-HK-XS

GO-60

GO-60-HK-XS

GO-80

GO-80-HK-XS 

GO-90

GO-90-HK-XS 

GOV-45

GOV-45-HK-XS 

GOV-50

GOV-50-HK-XS

GOV-60

GOV-60-HK-XS 

GOV-80

GOV-80-HK-XS

GOV-90

GOV-90-HK-XS

GO-60-GŁ-56

GO-60-GŁ-56-HK-XS 
GOO-60-50-HK-XS
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WALL CABINETS  CABINETS FOR DISH RACK CORNER CABINETS

CABINETS WITH RAISED FRONTS HOOD CABINETOPEN CABINET

DSM-60-2W

DSM-90-2W

DSA-60-2W

DSA-90-2W

ANTARO

METABOX

DSM-60-2W-1WEW

DSM-90-2W-1WEW

DSA-60-2W-1WEW

DSA-90-2W-1WEW

ANTARO

METABOX

D2Z-80

D2Z-90

DZSM-60

DZSM-90

DZSA-60

DZSA-90

METABOX ANTARO

DZ-60

UNDER SINK CABINETS

DZSR-60

DZSR-90

MODERN BOX

MODERN BOX

D1SR-40

D1SR-50

DSR-45-2W-1N

DSR-60-2W-1N

DSR-90-2W-1N

MODERN BOX

DSR-60-2W

DSR-90-2W

MODERN BOX

DSR-60-2W-1WEW

DSR-90-2W-1WEW

MODERN BOX

As standard, the shelves in wall cabinets are in carcass colour. Optionally: possibility to order glass shelves.

Cabinets available in 

the following colours:

STONE OAK

WHITE MATT VARNISH

GREY MATT VARNISH

WALL CABINETS

GV-AL-45

GV-AL-60

GV-AL-90

GV-AL-45-H92

GV-AL-60-H92

GV-AL-90-H92

GOV-AL-45

GOV-AL-45-HK-XS

GOV-AL-60

GOV-AL-60-HK-XS

GOV-AL-90

GOV-AL-90-HK-XS

MICROWAVE
CABINET

GM-60

GM-60-H92

OPEN CABINET
(METAL)

KUBIK MET - 45

KUBIK MET - 60

KUBIK MET - 90

Profile in black colour

2 shelves for KUBIK MET,

wall and base,

colour: black, stone oak

MODERN BOX

DPSR2-60-197

ANTARO

DPSA2-60-197

MODERN BOX

DPSR3-60-197

ANTARO

DPSA3-60-197

MODERN BOX

DSR2-60-197

ANTARO

DSA2-60-197

MODERN BOX

DSR3-60-197

ANTARO

DSA3-60-197

MODERN BOX

DPSR2-60-220

ANTARO

DPSA2-60-220

MODERN BOX

DPSR3-60-220

ANTARO

DPSA3-60-220

DPSR2-60-220-HK-XS

DPSA2-60-220-HK-XS

DPSR3-60-220-HK-XS

DPSA3-60-220-HK-XS

MODERN BOX

DPPSR2-60-38-220

ANTARO

DPPSA2-60-38-220

DPPSR2-60-38-220-HK-XS

DPPSA2-60-38-220-HK-XS

MODERN BOX

DPPSR3-60-38-220

ANTARO

DPPSA3-38-60-220

DPPSR3-60-38-220-HK-XS

DPPSA3-38-60-220-HK-XS

MODERN BOX

DSR2-60-220

ANTARO

DSA2-60-220

MODERN BOX

DSR3-60-220

ANTARO

DSA3-60-220

DSR2-60-220-HK-XS

DSA2-60-220-HK-XS

DSR3-60-220-HK-XS

DSA3-60-220-HK-XS
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OVEN CABINETS

DPP-60-38-197

WALL CABINETS
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WALL CABINETS CORNER CABINETSWALL CABINETS

KUBIK - 45

KUBIK - 60

KUBIK - 90

MICROWAVE
CABINET



Stone oak

Samara sand

Galaxy greyDark atelier

Dark porterhouse oak

 

Gold craft oak

Alpine white

 Concrete

Porterhouse walnutLight porterhouse oak

District dark Dark grey concrete

 Beige marble

royal

Black

Venato

Grey country oak

Light atelier

Grey craft oak

 Andromeda sirius

black

Crema limestone

Available sizes:

203 x 60 cm** , 348 x 60 cm , 407 x 60 cm**, 203 x 120 cm** , 407 x 120 cm**, leg 87 x 59.8 cm, leg 87 x 93.8 cm

Natural oak veneer, wood strip

LAMELA Natural oak veneer

thickness: 42,5 mm

leg  87 x 59,8 cm

leg 87 x 93,8 cm

thickness: 40,5 mm

188 x 60 cm

248 x 60 cm

300 x 60 cm

300 x 94 cm

Light sonoma oak

White andromedaBlack andromeda

Available colours:

*

WORKTOPS

Kitchen worktops play a fundamental role in the comfort of work. The larger a worktop, the easier it is to prepare a meal. A 

worktop must be nice, durable and easy to clean .

+  material: chipboard with a layer of thermosetting plastic

+  stain-resistant, heat-resistant, do not fade from the sun and can be easily cleaned

+  thickness: 38 mm

* *

WORKTOP ACCESSORIES

+ Available:

+ They constitute elegant worktop finish

WORKTOP STRIPS:

• 
• 

SCREWED CONNECTION

150 for WORKTOPS

The working surface of veneered worktops requires 

protection by oiling. Such a worktop gets old 

beautifully and that is why it will be used for many 

years.

•  "Overlap" joining.

3 fixing bolts used.

• Joining using a strip.

Options of combining different worktops with each other:

There is a possibility to cut to the right size, to 
do edgebanding and to "overlap" the edges of 
the worktop. Contact the seller for more details.

** The worktops have the possibility to be cut to a 
particular size. The cut is performed on the basis of a 
drawing.

* The worktops are sold as a whole.

20 x 20 x 3000 mm

PVC MINI

12 x 12 x 3000 mm

Aluminium, sizes  • 

• 

External and internal corner protectors are 

available, as well as endings

WORKTOP SIDE STRIP:

in aluminium, white and black colours

the colour of aluminium

white or black colour

WORKTOP ANGLE EDGING STRIP:
Sealing band applied under 

sink 7.5 x 300 mm

8 x 80 mm

Sealing membrane applied 
above dishwasher 

• 



DECORATIVE PANELS

K219 SU LABYRINTH

K220 SU MOTIF TILES

K221 SU GRAPHIC CONCRETE

Black

Stone oak

Light sonoma oak

Alpine white

Light atelier

Grey craft oak

Dark atelier

Gold craft oak

K222 SU ARTWORK

Pre-defined formats available: 2000 x 487 x 10 mm 2000 x 510 x 10 mm, 

4100 x 640 x 10 mm

Available sizes: 277 x 102 cmLAMINATED BOARD PANELS

A great solution for walls. They can be matched to the worktop or feature an original decor. Decorative panels are an 

excellent alternative to tiles. They provide a perfect finish for your kitchen workspace. Combining the kitchen worktop with 

the upper cabinet line protects the wall behind the work surface and gives an additional decorative touch.

SPLASHBACK PANELS
+ Made of decorative HPL laminate and chipboard

+ Easy to clean, hygienic

+ Heat-resistant, dirt-resistant

+ Thickness: 18 mm; all sides edge-banded

+ Can be cut and processed (using the dimensions given).

+ Dirt-resistant

+ Made of chipboard covered with coloured laminate.



DRAWER ORGANISERS

DISH RACKS

white

WASTE BINS

SMART SOLUTIONS

High cargo

MAXIMA 300

chrome 

silver varnish

L/R comfort classic corner

variant: 40

45

50

60

90

variant: 60

80 

90

1/2 revolving shelf 3/4 revolving shelfWhite L/R optima corner

chrome effect

 
          

high pull-out system
 

MULTI side basket

Cargo MINI 150

MULTI lower basket

Cargo MINI 300

L/R side

pull-out system  

PRACTIKO 60 BIN

TRIPLE (1x15l + 2x7l)

PRACTIKO 90 BIN

TRIPLE (3x15l) 

ALADIN 1 BIN

40 (16l) FRONT 

ALADIN 2 BIN

40 (2x8l) FRONT 

SESAMO 1 BIN

45 (16l) FRONT 

SESAMO 2 BIN

45 (2x8l) FRONT 

UNIVERSAL BIN

30 (12l) FRONT 

DOUBLE BIN

30 (2x12l) FRONT 

 JC 606 BIN

45 cm (2x9l+20l) FRONT 

JC 609 BIN

60 cm (2x9l+2x20l) FRONT 

AUTOMAT 270 BIN

45 (13l) FRONT 

State-of-the-art kitchen interior accessories: high and low cargo baskets, 

rotating and pull-out corner cabinet systems - that means comfort at its best. 

These solutions allow for optimal use of even the smallest kitchen spaces, 

providing free access to the entire cabinet.

lower

pull-out system

We must care about the environment! It is not just a fashion but 

also a new way of life. Waste separation becomes reality. Let us 

join in the process of waste separation already at the household 

level.



LIGHTING

 PO5 set

2 or 3 lighting points

NOTOS set

2 or 3 lighting points

LENA II set

2 or 3 lighting points
JUNO set

2 or 3 lighting points

295 mm, 595 mm 

Bottom of a cabinet 

with aluminium LED profile

length: 263 mm 

                363 mm

                413 mm

                463 mm 

                563 mm 

                763 mm 

                863 mm
Bottom of a cabinet carcass is available in 

white, light graphite or stone oak colours

 

Seal

• power supply 

unit 3 x 863 

or

• power supply 

unit 6 x 863

profil: 25, 55, 75, 100 cm 

MODULAR LIGHTING

HANDLES

C-3314  128 mm

C-3485  160 mm C-5825  160 mm

2266-145PB12  146 mmC-192

C-1146  160 mm

A-823

+ Available in: white or black.

+ Length: 128x146 mm.

C-1144  128 mmC-3484  128 mm C-5824  128 mm

HANDLES PLACED OVER THE FRONT

FE6

U9 blackFe9 U

146 mm (15)

296 mm (30)

396 mm (40)

446 mm (45)

496 mm (50)

596 mm (60)

796 mm (80) 

896 mm (90)

315+333 mm (DNW-90 kpl.)

274+292 mm (DNW-60 kpl.) 

2011

2108  224 mm

2108  192 mm2438

2457 160 mm 2464

 stainless steel,

gold, coppery, black

Handles are an important finishing element of furniture, which 

can emphasize the beauty of cabinets or give a special look to 

your interior design.

+ For aluminium frames.

+ Available in black.

+ Length: 100 mm

+ Fitted to the front width

+ Available in aluminium or black colours.

+ Available widths:

Lighting of the kitchen worktop not only has a practical function but also an 

aesthetic one. Under-cabinet LED lighting is an energy-saving lighting technology 

in a practical and elegant form.

CHLORIS set, 

2 or 3 lighting points point 

light fitting with an integrated switch

HERA set

2 or 3 lighting points

TRIOS set

2 or 3 lighting points

accessories for assembly and joining the panels,

switches (included in the option with USB), 1m cables with 

terminals with LED plug, power suppy units with mini socket 

and 30W or 50W cables



51 2 3 4

FINISHING ELEMENTS

1

4

5

6

2

3

Available materials for finishing elements:

• gloss or matt varnish

• laminated furniture board:

Gold craft
oak

White Grey             

Stone
 oak

Almond Graphite

Light
atelier

Light                    
graphite

White

Mocca Black

DECORATIVE MOULDINGS (BLINDS) 1

In order to aesthetically finish the kitchen,

a suitable side panel, plinth or decorative strip should be mounted.
!

7

matt matt

Deep 

green

+  Decorative blinds in the colour of fronts to be cut to the desired length.

+  Used under wall cabinets to cover lighting fixtures, cables or as a 

   decorative moulding on wall cabinets.

+  Can be used as a cover between cabinets or between a cabinet and a wall

Decorative moulding/blind (size in mm) 2,600 x 70

W3 decorative crown moulding for the 

London kitchen, in white, grey, deep green 

or deep navy.

length: 2,700 mm

Deep 

navy



4 5

6

2 3

Optional elements: aluminium ventilation grille

colour: white, aluminium

Plinth ending Multicorner

Mounting

clip

COVER PANELS

PLINTHS

7

720 x 200 for DNW-105 and DNW-120 cabinets

1,320 x 320, 720 x 580, 1,966 x 580, 2,196 x 580

A cover panel, matching the colour of cabinet fronts or 

carcass, is used to cover the exposed and ending sides 

of kitchen cabinets for a uniform effect.

size in mm:

- PVC plinth in glossy aluminium colour with a seal, 

length: 3,000 mm

2,600 mm

Available in two heights: 100 mm, 150 mm

They ensure an aesthetic finish of the kitchen furniture.

Additional elements for the PVC plinth:

- Plinth made of furniture board with a seal, length:

There are two types of plinths:



WE MAKE

YOUR KITCHEN

DREAMS COME TRUE

Distributor

This publication does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. The 
dimensions and materials presented may differ from the actual ones due to the 
production process and availability of components. Because of the printing 
technology, the presented colours may differ from the actual ones.

FABRYKA MEBLI RAWA Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Księże Domki 41 
96-200 Rawa Mazowiecka
przedstawiciel@rawafm.pl    
www.rawafm.pl


